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The Standard Auxiliary Boundary Stratotype (SABS) has

been approved by the International Commission on Stra-

tigraphy (ICS) as a formal replacement for the Auxiliary

Stratotype Point to support a Global boundary Stratotype

Section and Point (GSSP). The SABS provides a detailed

complementary expression of the boundary interval with-

out designating a specific point. More than one SABS may

support a single GSSP and each will be subordinate to the

GSSP. SABSs extend the correlative potential of a GSSP

between continents, biogeographic provinces, climatic zones,

depositional facies and preservational states. Require-

ments for SABSs broadly follow ICS guidelines for GSSPs,

and will require approval by their respective ICS subcom-

mission. Following such approval, each SABS will be listed

on the ICS website as well as that of the respective sub-

commission, and future SABSs will be accompanied by an

announcement published in the International Union of

Geological Sciences journal Episodes.

Introduction

Auxiliary stratotypes have demonstrated value in extending the

correlative potential of a Global boundary Stratotype Section and

Point (GSSP) between continents, biogeographic provinces, climatic

zones, depositional facies and preservational states, and numerous

such stratotypes have been proposed over the past 30 years or more to

support GSSPs (Head et al., 2022). Until now the Auxiliary Strato-

type Point has been the only such formally recognised means to sup-

port a GSSP (Cowie, 1986; Cowie et al., 1986; Remane et al., 1996).

However, it relies on the incorrect assumption that a designated point

in an auxiliary stratotype can precisely align with the supported GSSP,

when in reality the GSSP represents a unique instant in geological

time at a specific unique geographical locality (Cowie et al., 1986).

Moreover, unlike the GSSP, no guidance is provided on how an Auxil-

iary Stratotype Point should be designated, approved, and recognised.

This has led to an ad hoc approach to definition and a plethora of

alternative terms (Table 2 in Head et al., 2022) that reflect the differ-

ing concepts used. With the aim of bringing order, uniformity, utility,

and conceptual rigour to this process, Head et al. (2022) proposed the

Standard Auxiliary Boundary Stratotype (SABS) to replace the Auxiliary

Stratotype Point and its many variants. This proposal was submitted

to the ICS Subcommission on Stratigraphic Classification (ISSC) on

April 8, 2022 where improvements were suggested during the discus-

sion period. In slightly revised form, this proposal was resubmitted to

the voting membership and approved on June 30, 2022 by a superma-

jority (14 votes in favour, one against, no abstentions). The proposal

was then submitted to ICS, and following discussion was approved by

supermajority decision (19 votes in favour, none against, no abstentions,

one ballot not returned) on October 27, 2022. The Standard Auxiliary

Boundary Stratotype is now formally approved as the replacement for

the Auxiliary Stratotype Point. The terms and conditions stipulated in

this approved proposal are given below.

Requirements for Designation and Approval of

a Standard Auxiliary Boundary Stratotype

1) The Standard Auxiliary Boundary Stratotype (SABS) serves as a

formal replacement for the Auxiliary Stratotype Point, providing a

detailed complementary expression of the boundary interval without

designating a specific point. The boundary interval must be clearly

indicated.

2) Requirements for SABSs broadly follow ICS guidelines for

GSSPs but can be applied with greater flexibility.

3) More than one SABS may be designated to support a single

GSSP, but restraint must be exercised, and each will always be subor-

dinate to the GSSP itself.

4) Each future SABS must be approved by the voting membership
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of the respective ICS subcommission following statutory voting pro-

cedures. One or more SABSs may be proposed simultaneously with a

GSSP proposal (with the GSSP and SABSs all voted upon separately)

or SABSs may be proposed subsequently.

5) If a GSSP is retired, its supporting SABS(s) retire by default. Any

such SABSs might later be reinstated if desired, following approval

by the respective subcommission.

6) Any Auxiliary Stratotype Point or Auxiliary Stratotype Section

already approved by its respective ICS subcommission to support a

GSSP will be known as a SABS. If such an Auxiliary Stratotype Point

or Auxiliary Stratotype Section had been approved only by a task

(working) group of the respective ICS subcommission, that subcom-

mission must endorse this approval for it to be recognised as a SABS.

All other such proposed or suggested Auxiliary Stratotype Points or

Auxiliary Stratotype Sections (Table 3 in Head et al., 2022) would

need to meet the requirements for a new SABS.

7) Following approval by the respective ICS subcommission, each

Standard Auxiliary Boundary Stratotype will be listed on the ICS web-

site as well as that of the respective subcommission, and an announce-

ment published in the International Union of Geological Sciences

journal Episodes.

8) An informative monument or plaque will be erected at the strato-

type if possible and desired.
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